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Protecting the Ninety‐Nine
Maintaining a safe fellowship environment in dark times.
Speaking Topic Overview
It is now obvious, Christ’s warnings about end‐of‐this‐age lawlessness are now front‐page news.
Places of worship were at one time considered bastions of safety, but now fellowships of all sizes
are grappling with how to protect those attending meetings, as well as ministry staff during the
week. In addition, congregates should become familiar with laws of self‐protection from home
invasions, carjacking, and indiscriminate assaults when walking down the street.
The American culture is sliding into deep hatred and persecution towards Christians. This is what
Christ warned: “Then they will deliver you up to tribulation and put you to death, and you will be
hated by all nations for my name’s sake. … And because lawlessness will be increased, the love
of many will grow cold” (Matthew 24:9‐12).
Pastor Charles Pretlow and Minister Tim Fisher team up in presenting safety, fellowship
protection, and self‐defense protocols that leadership and individual fellowship members can
and should implement.
It is now our responsibility as law abiding citizens and church leaders to train, to avoid, to defend
and to survive the unimaginable. Most likely you will not have time to dial 911 before an active
threat invades the sanctuary, or when the life of loved one is threatened. What you do in the
initial moments when attacked will determine if you will survive or become a victim.
Pastor Pretlow introduces the spiritual aspects of fellowship security, safety, and discernment.
As the end‐of‐this‐age draws to a close, more people will come to fellowship seeking help and
instruction. Unfortunately, many will have an agenda described by the Apostle Paul: “Watch out
for those who cause divisions and create obstacles contrary to the doctrine that you have been
taught; avoid them. For such persons do not serve our Lord Christ, but their own appetites, and
by smooth talk and flattery they deceive the hearts of the naive. For your obedience is known to
all, so that I rejoice over you, but I want you to be wise as to what is good and innocent as to what
is evil. The God of peace will soon crush Satan under your feet. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ
be with you” (Romans 16:17‐20).
Discerning, exposing, and confronting wolves in sheep clothing is a vital leadership duty, as well
teaching fellowship members on avoiding evil cloaked in decency.

Tim Fisher presents sound instruction on fellowship security, safety protocols, developing a
security team and establishing threat awareness and active threat protocols. Tim is a Certified
Krav Maga Instructor ‐ Levels 1‐5. Tim received his training from Krav Maga Worldwide ‐ Eagle,
Colorado. Tim also holds a 3rd Degree Black Belt Tae Kwon Do; he has over eight years’
experience in instructing and training both civilian and law enforcement in Krav Maga, training in
threat awareness, control, weapon take away, and defensive tactics.
Tim is NRA certificated in all levels of firearm safety, with certification in concealed carry,
handgun, rifle, fellowship security team training, home defense and personal safety. With
thirteen (13) years in law enforcement experience working patrol, under‐cover narcotics,
investigations and S.W.A.T., Tim understands how easily bad things can happen to good people
and the importance of learning and training on how not to be a victim. Tim also worked
extensively instructing other law enforcement officers in use of force, arrest control, firearms,
and as a sniper team instructor.
This is a three‐hour long message with two breaks and is designed to help leadership and
fellowship members grasp the urgency and the basic steps in implementing fellowship and
member security protocols.
The Recommended text to help one get the most out of this and other speaking topics is the
following book entitled:
Equipped for Life and Ministry in the Last Days ISBN 978‐1‐943412‐13‐6.
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